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WITT VECTORS AND COMPLEX COBORDISM 
(Receiced I Ocrobrr 1973) 
31. INTRODUCTION 
THE AIM of this paper is to construct generators for ~i*( BP) and rr*( ,1/C ). To be more specific 
h( CP( i): 
It is knoLvn that H,(BP) = Z[~Z~(~,_,)] and H,(MC’) = Z[I?I~~][; ,. where illzi =iil 
and that the Hurewicz homomorphism (which will be denoted by 11) is monomorphic in 
both cases. We will describe generators for Im !I in terms of the polynomial generators ITI,, 
To shorten the notation we will write nzi for /)lLi in the case of .1(L:. BP. 
The generators for BP are the same as those given by HazeLvinksl in [_‘I. The generators 
for ,LILr are probably the same as the Hazewinkel generators in [6]. 
To do this \ve introduce in $2 the concept of Witt group, and then give a proof of a theo- 
rem of Cartier [2]. In $3 we use Cartier’s theorem to construct our generators. 
#2. 1VITT GROUPS AND FOR>lAL GROLPS 
For any commutative ring R we construct PvR, the Witt group of R. as follobvs. Let 
ic’, be the group of all infinite sequences (a,, u2, .). As a set, rv, is the same as iY, 
Define a function 4 : W, -+ A’, by (b = (4,. a,, .), where S,(a,, n, , .) = 7 d@‘. 
JT 
Esampie 2. I. If we denote by r,(a) E W, the sequence whose only non-zero term is 6 
in the nth place, then (&r,(a)))i = 0 unless n/i and (4r,(a)),, = ~luj. 
It is clear that if R is a module over the rationals then 4 is a bijection. Hence in this case 
you can transport the group structure on iv, to W, via $. We habe then that in W,, 
(a,, al>. .) i (b,. 62 1 . .> = ( V,(u,, b,), Y,(u,, b,, 02. “2). .) 
where the Vi’s are polynomials with rational coeficients. The follouing theorem (due tc 
Witt) is proved in [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. The Vi hate integral coeficietzts. 
Using the above theorem we can define addition in CV, for every ring R, such that the 
map 4 : W, -+ A’, is a ring homomorphism. 
Our interest in CV, stems from the fact that in a way it is a universal object for all 
l-dimensional commutative formal group laws over R. 
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Given any formal group law F over R, and an algebra A over R, we can define a group 
A, as follows: As a set A, is the set of all nil-potent elements of .-i and the addition II t b 
is given by F(a, 6). 
Let Iv:, c W,, m,., c IV, be the set of all finite sequences of nilpotent elements in A. 
@,, , mA are subgroups. Recall now some facts about formal groups. We say that a formal 
group F over a ring R has a log if there exists a ring R’ and a monomorphism h : R --+ R’ and 
a power series over R’, log x = 1 mixi+’ such that for any algebra A over R, log(.u + y) = 
ih0 F 
log x + logy, if X, _V are nilpotent elements in A’ = A @ R’. For any algebra A over R we 
R 
can define a map 0 : 19, --f A’ by (e(a,, aI, . . .) = 1 miui+,. The following theorem is 
i>O 
proved by Cartier [3, 41. 
THEOREM 2.2. For any formalgroup larv G ocer R there exists a unique natural homomor- 
phism c(: wA -+ A, such that ,~,(a) = a. Moreooer, if log is defined, the following diagram 
commutes. 
(2.3) 
Proof. As (a,, . , a,, , 0, . . .) = r,(a),) + + ~,(a,). It is enough to define E for r,(Q). 
Let a,, . . , u, be the solutions of the equation x” - a = 0. Define ~(T,(Q)) = a, + . + a, 
F F 
which is well-defined in A, because it is a symmetric polynomial in LI,, . . . , a,. 
To prove that r is a homomorphism, we will do it first in the case of the universal 
example. Let L be the Lazard ring [I] and F the universal power series over L. Let A = 
L[x, y]/(x”, y”) for some n, m. In this case A’ = A @ Q. It is enough to check that diagram 
2.3 commutes. This will prove that TX is additive since log is a monomorphism. 
@T,(Q) = 1 nm+, ai, 
i>l 
log U,(Q) = lOg(U, + ‘. + Q,) = iOg Q, + + log Q, = ~f71i(U;+ ’ + + Q;’ ‘), 
F F 
which are the same by a symmetric functions argument. Let now R be any ring, G a formal 
group law over R, B an algebra over R. There is a map p : L -+ R carrying F to G. Given any 
a, b E B with urn = 6” = 0, we want to show that cr(a + 6) = u(a) + u(b). Let A = L[x, y]/ 
(fl, y”), extend p to a map ,u’ : A ---t B such that p’(x) = a, p’(y) = 6. The theorem now 
follows, since it is true for A. 
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SZ'. THE P-TYPICAL CASE 
During this section fix a prime p. For a commutative ring R which is aZ, p, algebra. define 
the p-Witt group WRp as the set of all sequences (a,, a ,, .). Let -VR be the same as rVRp 
with coordinatewise addition. Define C$J : W,P -+ .V, by 4 = (4,. . 4.. .) where C#I,JCZ~. 
7 a,) = a;” +pq’ + .‘. f ~“a,,. As before, if R is a Q algebra vve can get an additive 
structure on WRp such that C$ is a homorphism. This structure is given by polynomials Vi and 
as before we have the following [a]: 
THEOREM. The pol,vnomiuls Vi hare integral coe$cients. This enables us to dejne a group 
structure on WRp for any Z,,, algebra. 
Definition. A formal group law is p-typical if [s + ‘. + <‘,K = 0 for every (I # p where 
F F 
( is a primitive qth root of unity. 
THEOREM 2.2'. For any p-t~~piculformul group law G ocler a Z,,, algebra R there e.yists 
u unique natural homomorphism 2: kvAp 4 A, such that ~*T~(s) = a. Moreocer iflog is defined, 
the following diagram commutes. 
Proof. The proof proceeds in exactly the same manner as the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
We have to use the universal object L, for p-typical group laws, and the only missing step is 
to show that for L, log is defined. For this it is enough to show the following. 
LEMMA. L, is a torsion free ZCP) module. 
Proof. Let I, be the ideal in L @ ZCpJ b oenerated by the coefficients of /?, = ix + + (4x. 
F F 
Let I = 1 I4 where q is prime q # p. Then L, = L @Z,,,/L 
4 
/?, = exp log /?, = exp( log cq .Y + . . + log [“,Y) = exp(x rnn4 _ ,.I?~) 
” 
=I qm,y-,.Yq mod irreducibles. 
As q # p you can divide by q and we can conclude that I is generated by elements {a,},,,i_, 
such that u, = m, mod irreducibles. Hence {a,} can be completed to a polynomial basis of 
Z[mi],“, I and the result is clear. 
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$3. COSSTRL~CTIOS OF THE GESERATORS 
In the case of rr.+(BP) we have log defined with coefficients in H,(BP) by 
log s = f rnp’- 1 XP’. 
i=O 
Definition. For each i define inductively the following elements VP8 _ , in H,(BP) 
V, = I p”7p<_1 = 1 mp*_l v;:_,. 
“;>‘? 
THEOREM 3.1. VP, _ , are polynomial generators for Im h E H,(BP). 
Proof. First we shall verify that VP,_ 1 E Im 12. Let A’ = H,(BP)[.u]/sP”, A = 
n*(BP[.u]/x”“, 
by (2.2’) 
8~r,.r = ~pfYzpi_,sp‘-~ = 
i2l 
ip7p‘_, v;y + ‘.’ + VPl_J&’ 
= i~~log(vpz-,xp~-‘). 
As log is monomorphic, we get 
hrs,(x) = 1 rVp’_i X1. 
i21 
Continue by induction. V, E Im h. Assume I’,,_, E Tm h for i < k and let n =pk-’ + 1 in 
the definition of A. Then in the expression for hmzx all the terms except V,+_l xpk-’ are 
in Im h. Hence V, _ I E Im 11. 
By [l, p. 431, hQpn-,(n*MU) is a free group on one generator pm,,_,. As Im Vpn_l in 
Q(H.+ MU) is pmp,._ I the Vi’s are polynomial generators. 
The generators for rr,(MU) are obtained similarly. 
Definition. Define elements hi in H,(MU) inductively as follows: ho = 1, c(,m,_, = 
J, dmj-lh{-,, where x,, a:, are integers. rS = 1 for s # p” and E, = p where s = p” 
i>1 
for p a prime. 4 = 1 for s = p”, and for S, i both not a power of a prime. 
The definition of a: for s not a power of a prime but i a power of a prime is more 
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complicated. Ifp f 4 are two primes, define u;~, 
1. Ifs=&... 
~7;~ to be any two solutions ofpay + qa? = 
p$ is the decomposition into primes of s, define 
d,,,,, = p”-’ n ai:PJ. 
jr2 
THEOREM. h, are generators for Im h c H,(:VLI). 
Proof: To show that h, E Im h we again have to resort to diagram 2.3. Let 
A = n,(MU)[x]/(.r”) for some n. For any prime p, 
&‘T,(,y) = c pt~&~-\.~ = 1 pm,,_ ,x” + 1 pm,i_,sP’-’ 
k> I k f p’ 121 
+-y 1 mp’_,h;:_,.~p’+j-’ y =rJ-l $r(hr- 1). 
where G,(y) is a power series’in y with coefficients in A’ and where A’ = H,(MU)[x]/(.u”). 
Claim. If y E Im h, then $,(y) E Tm(lo g 0 h). There are four cases to be checked. 
(a) r = pq for q not a power of p. Then: 
ll/,(l’) = p x a;q,kn-l,_,)‘kX9k = p J- mk_,(y_Y~)k = p lop(Jx~). 
ktl kyl 
(b) r is not divisible by p and is not a power of a prime. Then: 
(c/,(y) = p 1 arkm,,_ ,ypkXrq = @rp(ypx’), 
kz I 
which is in the image of 04, hence in the image of log 0 A. 
(c) r = pt. Then : 
$,(y) = kg, pa$kmk_,yk.~p’-‘k + ~mPl-lyp’.~pk+j-‘. 
j 
For any n, denote by fi the product of all different prime factors of n except p. Let 
k = piO p;’ . . .pb, Then 
pa;zk = p” fl ayn = ig (1 - Piaif’) = C dr, 7 
dlE 
where rj are integers and r, = 1. Using this: 
= ; a*? dm,,_ ,ykd~~pi-‘kd = s CQ f?~~~(y~.~~‘-‘~), 
where the summation runs over all d without squared factors such that (d, p) = I 
(d) r = qf for CJ prime, 4 #p. 
$,(y) = ,F, pa~Tkmp, _ , ypk.ti’k. 
Write pq’k = p’qppy . .p>, where (k, , p) = 1 = (k, , q). Then 
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where Bd are integers and the summation runs over all possible d such that (d, p) = (d, q) = 1 
and d has no squared factors. 
Assume now that hi E Im h for i < s - 1. Let p be a prime divisor of s, s = pr. Put 
n = r + 1. Then looking at the expression for ll/i gotten before we see that rj/,(lli-,) = 0 if 
i > s. In the expression for &$r,(x) all the terms except $,(/I~-,) are in Im(log = 11). Hence 
$,(h,_,) is in the image of log h. Ifs = p’, then It/,(/l,_,) = @~,(J,_,x”‘-‘) = log(k,-,)~~~-‘. 
Hence h,_l~P’-’ E Im h and h,_, E Im(h). If s is not a po\ver of a prime, then O$T,(.Y) = 
p log(h,_,x’). Hence [pj(h,_,~‘) = 0 in A, where by [p]a \ve mean a + ... + a p times. 
But as Yfl = 0 we have [p](h,_,x’) =phs_,x’ which is in Im II. As s hasFanotLer factor (I, 
we get also qh,_,x’ E Im h, and we can conclude that h,_, E Im(h). 
To show that the {hi} are generators use the fact [I, p. 431 that I!( Q,(n, MU) is generated 
bypm, for i = p” - 1 and by mi for i # p" - 1, and hi has exactly this image in Q,(H,(MU)). 
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